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Abstract: Automatic road extraction from the high resolution remote sensing images is of great importance in intelligent transportation
and image processing. Hence, in this paper, an effective road extraction algorithm for high resolution remote sensing images based on
the circular projection transformation is proposed. The main idea of the proposed algorithm lies in that the road extraction results are
obtained by selecting a suitable initial template, and then search the matched templates through moving the initial template in two
directions. Firstly, the circular projection vector of the initial template is achieved by calculating the circular projection value at a
specific radius. Secondly, the optimal radius of the circle in circular projection transformation and the length of the seeking step and
the seeking angle are determined. Thirdly, for each seeking step the similarity between the target template and the initial template is
computed, and the template with the highest similarity is chosen. Finally, roadscan be detected by the correct direction by exchanging
the first two detected points. To make performance evaluation, the IKONOS dataset is utilized and DMES and AUA algorithm are
compared. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can automatic the roads from high resolution remote
sensing images effectively and efficiently.
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1 Introduction

As is shown in Wikipedia, remote sensing refers to the
acquisition of information about an object or
phenomenon without making physical contact with the
object. In modern usage, this term generally means the
application of aerial sensor technologies to detect and
classify objects on Earth through the propagated signals.
Particularly, there are two main kinds of remote sensing,
which are 1) passive remote sensing and 2) active remote
sensing. The first kind of sensors can detect natural
radiation which is emitted or reflected by the object or
surrounding areas. The second kinds of sensors could
emit energy to scan objects and areas whereupon a sensor
then detects and measures the radiation that is reflected or
backscattered from the target. Furthermore, remote
sensing can collect data on dangerous or human
inaccessible areas. Remote sensing applications consist of
monitoring deforestation in several areas [1,2]. Remote
sensing images are obtained by multispectral sensors,
such as the widely used Landsat Thematic Mapper sensor.
Particularly remote sensing images are widely used in
numerous earth observation related applications [1,3].

Remote sensing is of great importance to be used in
collecting geographical data and huge remote sensing
images have been increasing rapidly. Currently, thousands
of GB remote sensing images can be generated and need
to be managed. The high resolution remote sensing
images are vital for the fields of national defense, disaster
relief and so on [4]. However, the massive remote sensing
images are stored and managed in a distributed mode.
Hence, it is difficult to organize and utilize these remote
sensing images effectively. Particularly, the geographical
objects in remote sensing images can not be retrieved
effectively. If the objects can be detected accurately from
remote sensing images, some important information can
be extracted from remote sensing images [5]. For the high
resolution remote sensing images, the road is an
important kind of object. Moreover, road extraction from
remote sensing images is a critical task in image
processing. The reason lies in that recognition of roads is
a key problem since they form an important GIS layer in
significant civilian and military applications including
navigation or location aware systems and emergency
planning systems for evacuation and fire response [6,7,8,
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9]. Automatic road extraction algorithm can reduce both
time and labor to construct and update the road spatial
database in such applications. However, fully automated
algorithms to recognize them for applications where
accuracy is critical are very difficult [6,10,11]. In this
paper, we utilize the high resolution remote sensing
images, which can obviously enhance the object
recognition accuracy.

The rest of the paper is organized as the following
sections. Section 2 introduces the related works. In
section 3, overview of the road extraction problem using
circular projection is given. Section 4 illustrates the
proposed road extraction algorithm for high resolution
remote sensing images. In section 5, experiments and
related analysis are conducted to make performance
evaluation. Finally, we conclude the whole paper in
section 6.

2 Related works

As road extraction is of great importance in image process,
there are many researchers who have began to be engaged
in this field. In this section, we will illustrate the traditional
methods of road extraction.

Zhang et al. proposed a multilevel information fusion
approach by combining the fuzzy clustering-based feature
level information fusion (FCMA) and the modified
Dempster-Shafer evidence reasoning-based decision level
information fusion (D-SEMA). The FCMA can extract
the key features from atomic messages, thereby greatly
reducing the network traffic load. Furthermore, the
D-SEMA mechanism is utilized to judge whether the road
congestion event occurs [12].

Jiang et al. described a novel navigation path
detection algorithm in an unstructured environment.
Natural frames are analyzed in RGB vector space to
research the feasibility of curve path detection of
unstructured roads. Perceptual color clustering and
morphological image processing have been used as
pre-processing to obtain the segmented path. The pixels
of the segmented image are analyzed from right to left
line-by-line to find the middle points of the path. In order
to obtain the optimal navigation path, the least-squares
curve fitting method has been used in the proposed
research [13].

Demissie et al. explored a complementary method to
gauge the status of road traffic conditions through the use
of cellular networks handover count. To test this method,
hourly handover counts were obtained in Lisbon,
Portugal, from 39 cellular towers in the vicinity of arterial
roads that have 12 traffic counters with an average daily
traffic size of 20,500 vehicles. An initial correlation
analysis proved the existence of a good relationship
between handover and traffic volumes. Furthermore, the
authors classified the hourly traffic counts into three
categories: high, medium, and low traffic levels using the
50th and 80th percentiles. Then, half of the data was used

to build a multinomial logit (MNL) model and to train an
artificial neural network (ANN) in order to relate traffic
and handover [14].

Siogkas et al. proposed a new fully automatic
algorithm that combines both time and spatial
information using the efficient random-walker algorithm
(RWA) as a segmentation tool. Particularly, a novel
technique for automatic seed selection is proposed,
utilizing features derived from a shadow-resistant optical
flow estimator using the c(1) channel of the c(1)c(2)c(3)
color space, along with a priori information and previous
frame segmentation results [15].

Shang et al. p roposed a novel algorithm which
combines SVM, KNN and the confidence map under a
Bayesian framework to improve the overall performance
of the unstructured road detections. The proposed
algorithm has been evaluated using different types of
unstructured roads and the experimental results show its
effectiveness [16].

Oliveira et al. proposed a fully integrated system for
the automatic detection and characterization of cracks in
road flexible pavement surfaces to minimize the human
subjectivity resulting from traditional visual surveys. The
first task addressed, i.e., crack detection, is based on a
learning from samples paradigm, where a subset of the
available image database is automatically selected and
used for unsupervised training of the system. The system
classifies nonoverlapping image blocks as either
containing crack pixels or not. The second task deals with
crack type characterization, for which another
classification system is constructed, to characterize the
detected cracks’ connect components [17].

Cheng et al. presented a road junction extraction
method with two stages. First, global detection is
performed to find the centre positions of the road junction
candidates by using morphological operators. Second, the
shape of a road junction is identified based on a
valley-finding algorithm. The proposed method is
validated by airborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
images of 1 m resolution [18].

Unsalan et al. proposed a novel system, which has
three main modules: 1) probabilistic road center
detection, 2) road shape extraction, and 3)
graph-theory-based road network formation. These
modules may be used sequentially or interchangeably
depending on the application at hand. To show the
strengths and weaknesses of the proposed system, the
authors tested it on several very high resolution satellite
(Geoeye, Ikonos, and QuickBird) and aerial image sets
[19].

Guo et al. presented a robust stereo-vision-based
drivable road detection and tracking system that was
designed to navigate an intelligent vehicle through
challenging traffic scenarios and increment road safety in
such scenarios with advanced driver-assistance systems
(ADAS). This system is based on a formulation of stereo
with homography as a maximum a posteriori (MAP)
problem in a Markov random field (MRF). Under this
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formulation, The authors developed an alternating
optimization algorithm that alternates between computing
the binary labeling for road/nonroad classification and
learning the optimal parameters from the current input
stereo pair itself [20].

The following research is quite similar to ours,
however, our proposed algorithm is more suitable to the
high resolution remote sensing images.

Chaudhuri et al. presented a semi-automatic approach
for road detection that achieves high accuracy and
efficiency. This proposed method exploited the properties
of road segments to develop customized operators to
accurately derive the road segments. The customized
operators include directional morphological
enhancement, directional segmentation and thinning [6].

Different from the above papers, in this work, we
study on how to effectively seek the roads from high
resolution remote sensing images by the circular
projection transformation.

3 Illustration of the road extraction problem
using circular projection

In this paper, we propose a novel road extracting
algorithm by the circular projection transformation.
Particularly, the roads in high resolution remote sensing
images can be detected by circular projection through
expanding the circles. As is shown in Fig.1, fragment of a
remote sensing image is given, and then the road with a
branch is detected. Particularly, the road is represented by
red line. In the following sub-section, the theory of
circular projection transformation will be described in
detail.

Supposing S denotes a N × N reference
graph(Fig.2(a)), T represents aM × M template
graph(Fig.2(b)), and Si, j means a searching
sub-graph(i, j ∈ [0,N − M]) which is covered by the
template graph.

Afterwards, image T is represented by polar
coordinates, and the central point(denoted aso) of image
T is represented as origin of coordinates(Shown in
Fig.2(c)). Hence, the polar coordinate system could be
built successfully. Assuming the coordinate of pointo is
(ϕ,φ), the circular projection vectorP(r) is defined as
follows.

P(r) =
2π

∑
θ=0

T (r,θ), r ∈ [0,R] (1)

wherer =
√

(m−ϕ)2+(n−φ)2, andR represents the
radius of maximum inscribed circle in imageT .

From the above, we can see that the scale of template
graph is defined asM × M, after conduct the circular

Fig. 1: An example of road extraction from high resolution
remote sensing images

projection transformation, the following equation can be
obtained.

PT (r) =
∑
k

T (r ·cosθk,r ·sinθk)

Sr
, θk ∈ (0,2π] (2)
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Fig. 2: The illustration of circular projection process

where Sr denotes the total number of pixels in the
circle, and the radius of this circle isr. T (x,y) represents
the value of the pixel which is located at(x,y). The
central pointo with the coordinate(ϕ,φ) of the given
templateT can be converted from a Cartesian coordinate
to the polar coordinate by the following equation.

ϕ̂ = ϕ + r ·cosθ (3)

φ̂ = φ + r ·sinθ (4)

Particularly, supposing the current template position
in the remote sensing image is represented as(x,y), the
circular projection transformation value(denoted as
PS(x,y,r)) of the current sub-image at the radiusr is
defined in the following equation.

PS(x,y,r) =

I(

∑
k

x+ xc + r cosθk,y+ yc + r sinθk)

Sr
(5)

whereSr refers to the total number of pixels located in
the range of the circle, the radius of which is equal tor.
The NC between the vectors of circular projection

transformation of the template and the sub-image at the
coordinate(a,b) is represented asψ(a,b) as follows.

ψ(a,b) =
η(a,b)

‖PS(a,b)‖ · ‖PT‖
(6)

where η(a,b) means the relationship between the
value of the circular projection transformation and the
current sub-image, and‖PS(a,b)‖ means the L2-norm of
the circular projection transformation vector. Particularly,
η(a,b) can be achieved as follows.

η(a,b) =
R

∑
r=0

PS(a,b,r) ·PT (r) (7)

4 Road extraction algorithm utilizing
circular projection transformation

In this section, we will demonstrate the road extraction
algorithm by the above proposed circular projection
transformation. Actually, the ratio of road in the remote
sensing image is quite small. Hence, it is considerably
time-consuming to compute the vector of circular
projection in the whole remote sensing image. Therefore,
our proposed algorithm begins from a chosen template,
and the road can be extracted by expanding the initial
template. The main idea of our algorithm lies in that the
road extraction process is implemented from the initial
template, and then other matched template is seeking by
moving the initial template in two directions. The
proposed algorithm is illustrated as follows.

Algorithm 1: Road extraction algorithm utilizing
circular projection transformation for high resolution
remote sensing images

Input: High resolution remote sensing image, the
initial template

Output: The roads detected
(1) Calculating the circular projection vector of the

initial template by computing the circular projection value
at radiusr (denoted ascpv(r)) corresponding to different
radius.

cpv(r) =

2π
∑

θ=0
I(r ·cosθ ,r ·sinθ)

2πr
, r ∈ (0,R], θ ∈ [0,2π)

(8)
(2) Determining the optimal radius of the circle in

circular projection transformation
(3) Determining the length of the seeking step and the

seeking angle.
(4) For each seeking step do
(5) Computing the related circular projection vector

and the similarity of it and the initial template
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(6) Choosing the template with the highest similarity
(Sk)

Sk =

Ck

∑
i=1

I(x+
⌊

R
NR

· k ·cos(2·π·i
Ck

)
⌋
,y+

⌊
R

NR
· k ·sin(2·π·i

Ck
)
⌋
)

Ck
(9)

k ∈ {1,2, . . . . . . ,NR}

(7) If Sk < ξ then goto step 9 (ξ is a pre-defined
threshold)

(8) Setting the current location to the central point of
template

(9) Seeking the road through the opposite direction by
exchanging the first two detected points, and goto step 3

(10) End For

5 Experiment

In this section, performance evaluation of the proposed
road extraction algorithm is conducted. IKONOS
panchromatic remote sensing images are utilized as
experimental dataset, which is captured from the city of
Ghent in Belgium. In this dataset, images are normalized
into a standard GEO product with a 1-m pixel resolution.
Particularly, five kinds of road are contained in this
dataset, which are represented as R1, R2, R3, R4,
R5shown in Fig.3). A lot of small image subsets have
been chosen which is made up of straight examples of
typical roads. Before demonstrating the experimental
results, the performance evaluation metric should be
introduced in advance.

Fig. 3: Examples of five kinds of road types in the IKONOS
image dataset

Fig. 4: ROC curves for specificity and sensitivity based on road
type 1

Fig. 5: ROC curves for specificity and sensitivity based on road
type 2

In this experiment, Sensitivity and specificity are
utilized as evaluation metric, which is defined as follows.

Sensitivity =
T P

T P+FN
(10)

Speci f icity =
T P

T N +FP
(11)

where the parameters TP, TN, FP, FN refer to ”true
positive”, ”true negative”, ”false positive”, and ”false
negative” respectively. Particularly, Sensitivity meansthe
number of pixels in the detected road divided by the
whole pixels in the road, and specificity denotes one
subtracting the number of noise pixels in the detected
road divided by the whole pixels in the road. To make
performance comparison, other two methods are
compared with the proposed method, which are 1)
Directional Morphological Enhancement and
Segmentation based road detecting method(DMES)[6],
and 2) adaptive unsupervised approach for road
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detecting(AUA)[9]. Firstly, the ROC curves for specificity
and sensitivity are illustrated in Fig.4-Fig.9.

Fig. 6: ROC curves for specificity and sensitivity based on road
type 3

Fig. 7: ROC curves for specificity and sensitivity based on road
type 4

As is shown in Fig.4-Fig.8, the ROC curve is applied,
and the optimal performance for this curve is defined as
the point on the curve closest to the upper right corner, the
coordinate of which is equal tor. Furthermore, the upper
right corner is corresponding to a specific road, which is
effectively detected with no detection of noisy structures.
It can be seen from Fig.4-Fig.8 that the proposed performs
better than DMES and AUA for all the five types of road.
Secondly, road extraction precision for different road types
are compared for different methods(shown in Fig.9). To
implement this experiment, we utilize the roads detected
by experts as the ground truth.

From Fig.4-Fig.9, we can know that the proposed
algorithm can extract the roads more accurately than
DMES and AUA, and the algorithm DMES performs

Fig. 8: ROC curves for specificity and sensitivity based on road
type 5

Fig. 9: Comparison of road extraction precision for different road
types

better than AUA. The reason lies in the following aspects:
1) DMES utilizes both the spectral and spatial properties
of roads using a multi-step method. The main steps in
DMES include: ”road enhancement”, ”road
segmentation”, ”hole filling”, ”small region filtering”,
”length based region filtering”, and ”road segment
linking”. However, this approach does not consider the
case that the roads in the image are incoherent or unclear.
2) AUA contains a novel two-step approach for automatic
extraction of road networks from remote sensing images.
The road detection step is based on shape classification of
a local homogeneous region around a pixel. Particularly,
the local homogeneous region is enclosed by a footprint
of the pixel. However, the footprint classification based
on Fourier shape description in AUA method should be
improved to decrease the amount of leakage and finding a
global connecting method which deals with the
connections among road trees. 3) In the proposed
algorithm, the road extraction results are obtained from
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the initial template, and then the matched templates are
searched from moving the initial template in both
directions.

In order to illustrate the performance of the proposed
algorithm, some examples are given in Fig.10-Fig.13. In
the above four figures, the roads extracted by the proposed
algorithm are represented by the yellow lines, and the line
width can reflect the road importance.

Fig. 10: The first example of road extraction results by our
algorithm

Fig. 11: The second example of road extraction results by our
algorithm

6 Conclusions and the future works

In this paper, we present a novel road extraction algorithm
based on circular projection transformation for high

Fig. 12: The third example of road extraction results by our
algorithm

Fig. 13: The fourth example of road extraction results by our
algorithm

resolution remote sensing images. In our algorithm, the
road extraction results are obtained by choosing an initial
template, and then search the matched templates. The
circular projection vector of the initial template is
achieved by calculating the circular projection value at a
specific radius. After the optimal radius of the circle in
circular projection transformation and the length of the
seeking step and the seeking angle are obtained, roads can
be detected by the correct direction by exchanging the
first two detected points.

In the future works, the proposed works should be
extended in the following two aspects: 1) The roads
should be organized in the hierarchical mode according to
the importance of each road, and 2) some other dataset
should be used to make the performance evaluation more
objectively.
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